Youtube material layout

We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our
site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our
audiences come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. Google appears to be
testing a new design for YouTube. Influenced by the simple Material Design visual look for
Android , the updated YouTube looks a lot flatter and cleaner. A Reddit user first discovered
how to enable the new design, but you'll need to be logged out of YouTube or using incognito
mode to get it working:. Everything from uploading to signing in has been transformed into a
focus on iconography and visual elements. Google doesn't appear to be overhauling its actual
video player, and content is largely laid out the same as the existing site. Hints of color and a
fresher look certainly give YouTube a more modern look, but it's not clear exactly when Google
plans to roll this out. Cookie banner We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve
your browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site
traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. By choosing I Accept , you consent to
our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. Cybersecurity Mobile Policy Privacy
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Music. Filed under: Google Tech. YouTube is getting a Material Design look and feel New, 24
comments. Linkedin Reddit Pocket Flipboard Email. A Reddit user first discovered how to
enable the new design, but you'll need to be logged out of YouTube or using incognito mode to
get it working: go to https: Grid View. Next Up In Tech. Sign up for the newsletter Processor A
newsletter about computers Email required. By signing up, you agree to our Privacy Notice and
European users agree to the data transfer policy. Loading comments Share this story Twitter
Facebook. Right from the start trying to work on the new layout proved to be difficult, with
constant changes every week breaking any kind of progress made. Until about four months ago
I resumed the work and started studying the new layout and immediately noticed big
challenges: despite the similarities, the Firefox and Chrome Material layout versions are not the
same. YouTube is now using Polymer for the new layout, but due to limitations on Firefox or
just Google trying to push their standards? Due to the way the Material layout is structured, the
majority of the elements necessary to work are not ready when the pages are presented, instead
they are constructed once the information has finished loading. While I have been able to work
through these challenges, the level of difficulty and complexity have become borderline
unreasonable. Although going a different route and wait for the page to finish "constructing"
would solve the biggest headaches, another problem arises. Since the Polymer is recycling
elements, all removed blacklist videos would cause incorrect videos to not show during page
refresh or changes or remove incorrect videos. This meant that at least one big feature would
no longer work. The problems don't end here, since this layout hasn't been launched officially,
any progress made to this date could become broken when the launch becomes official. Font
scaling is also another huge problem which now appears to be different, depending on the
users pixel density, and the worst part of all of these problems is that the Material layout is
terribly heavy. This isn't fun for me anymore, my free time has been very scarce and might
become nonexistent in less than 15 days. It has been 2 years and 29 days , a total of versions
have been released so far and a total of over 60, users have been boarding this experience.
When it started it was nothing but a script for myself to enjoy YouTube better, it had no settings
menu, no structure, just a bunch of code garbled up. This project helped me learn a ton of new
things and provided me with an incredible perspective of the developers' side. Light, useful and
fast were always my priorities for this extension. Again, everyone is free to fork the project, I
only ask that the license is respected. It is small and easy to understand, it shouldn't take more
than 1 minute to read. The text was updated successfully, but these errors were encountered:.
I'm sad to see you go but I certainly understand. Thank you for everything so far. Your work
was, is and will be appreciated. This sucks. Worst news I've heard in a long time. Especially
since I can not use Youtube without this script. Really couldn't live without 'floating player',
'shortcuts always active' and 'disable HFR' for example. It does everything I need. Google, once
again, fucking everything good up. Last year they made alot of changes that pissed off
youtubers and now with this new idiotic layout, they piss off the viewers. I very much hope that
there is some way for you to keep it updated after material goes live or perhaps Google realise
how awfully it runs and makes it better themselves. Since you mentioned Firefox and Chrome
being so different, any chance of just focusing on one browser? I hope this doesn't mean there
won't be any updates at least until material goes live. Which btw, I've seen screenshots of and
it's terrible. I'm totally sad to hear that you'll probably stop development, but I get it. Do
whatever makes you happy. With that said, I didn't know you had a Patreon until this
announcement! I'll be donating, at least until you officially decide to give up the ghost on this.

Keep up the great work until then! Is there a way to keep YouTube classic even after Google has
pushed their Material Layout permanently? Assuming that the API will remain the same. Very
sad news but understandable. Can we at least remove the notification later as I'm primarily
using YouTube Plus for the disabling of volume normalization which I expect to continue to
work and I can disable other features if they are bugged. So far it's showing the old layout on
my primary channel so I'm good to go at least a little longer This is very very awful
announcement because I do not think that I can find a magnificent script like this. Youtube is so
much beautiful with this versatile script. Even so I appreciate you for your all precious effort. I
hope you change your decision and this project does not finish. Thanks for everything and
good coding. For me the material layout beta is automatically enabled every now and then. I
remove cookies on a regular basis. YouTube Plus was definitely the best youtube enhancement
script out there. It'll be sorely missed! Also thanks for making the script. I hope someone forks
or makes their own version soon. Jimi-James Userscript source is always available. That's so if
you enable the bets that you can opt out of it and go back to normal. There's absolutely no way
to just remove a few things to get the old layout back. I'm also deeply saddend to see this come
to an end. The ad-blocking, disable auto-play on load, and reverse playlist features to name a
few, will be sorely missed by me. Good luck with your future endeavors a thank you very much
for the time and effort you put into this. Mine had quit working and found my way here. Sad to
hear it will not be moving forward but I totally understand where you are coming from. I am a
YouTube Red subscriber and my page has changed design to where the userscript no longer
does anything. Well, I'm glad I stumbled upon this article After reading it, I directly made a
Patreon account to support you! You're userscript is the best thing I could ever have wished
for. Because of this script I could delete 2 addons and 3 userscripts. I really think you should
link you're Patreon on the start page of the settings next to this link to get the message out, so
all those who love this addon can give you the money for the pizza and coffee you need for
programming :D. Once the material design is unavoidable I would be grateful even for half the
features of the current version. I mean I'm super impressed by all the features in the current
version, with such great design change on Youtube it's only natural that it is super difficult to
get all those features working. So take it easy and don't stress yourself too much. You really
deserve some support for all the great work you've done! I had no idea you had a Patreon until
just now! Now YouTube is not showing the icon to disable the new layout anymore confirmed in
two different browsers. I had to edit my cookies to disable it. Good news is I'm working on the
Material version as of now, I will try to push the alpha version publicly as soon as I can. Bad
news is my time is still very limited, meaning that this process will take time to conclude.
Additionally, the entire script will be re-written from scratch and focused on modules, this way it
will be far easier for users in the userscript version to just "hack-out" the features they do not
want and use just the ones they like. Since this process will be slate zero it means that users
should expect the alpha version to break, it will be a normal trend and will help me fix any bugs
that I might have missed. That's awesome! This makes me very happy. I understand your time is
valuable. Please start a patreon and let people donate for development. Corruptinglyneedful I
had already set one Patreon page before when other users requested for it. Making it more
modular will also make it easier to contribute! Will definitely see if I can make some prs once
you put it up. ParticleCore any idea when you'll have the alpha ready? The first thing I noticed
immediately on the new layout is that videos don't resize to the maximum available vertical
space in the browser. Would that possible be something you could continue to provide, the
custom video size "fit to page max width" option, given they don't end up implementing
something similar? Closing, the new version for the YouTube Material Layout has been
announced here: Chrome sucks anyway ;. Sauruman The development of the new extension
has already begun, you can read more about it here: GKid94 read I can't click "Restore old
Youtube" because the message box cover the button. Can you make a X button to dismiss the
message box? This thread no longer serves a purpose by being left open other than to email
spam subscribers, will be closing it to prevent this. Skip to content. This repository has been
archived by the owner. It is now read-only. Labels announcement. Copy link. It has been fun.
ParticleCore added the announcement label Jan 29, It has been amazing. The new material
design is trash. Why do big companies have to ruin good things? Thanks for all your effort
anyway. Sad to hear you won't be able to work on this addon anymore. Thanks for all your
work! Owner Author. ParticleCore added this to the Material Layout milestone Feb 25, I really
think you should link you're Patreon on the start page of the settings next to this link to get the
message out, so all those who love this addon can give you the money for the pizza and coffee
you need for programming :D Once the material design is unavoidable I would be grateful even
for
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half the features of the current version. They need to fuck off with that new layout. Once a
minimally working alpha is ready for public testing I will make an announcement. I've been
looking at other scripts and they do not hold a candle to this one on Firefox. This makes me
very happy indeed. Once it is ready I will announce it. I agree, That was a stupid choice for them
to remove it and I would like it back. ParticleCore closed this May 3, ParticleCore removed this
from the Material Layout milestone May 3, ParticleCore mentioned this issue May 4, Youtube
new dark theme ParticleCore mentioned this issue May 23, Because I can't seem to figure it out
at all. Does no one fucking read? Repository owner locked and limited conversation to
collaborators Oct 26, Sign up for free to subscribe to this conversation on GitHub. Already have
an account? Sign in. Linked pull requests. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to
refresh your session. You signed out in another tab or window.

